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A superb pack of four different 
effect display quality 13 shot aerial 
fireworks with each shot fired from 
a 30mm tube ensuring large bursts 
with a variety of effects. Duration 
approx. 20 to 25 seconds per 
firework.

An excellent pack of five assorted 
16 shot 25mm tube fireworks 
each lasting around 20 seconds. 
Top quality effects from each 
of these fireworks make it an 
excellent pack to add to a display 
or use on its own.

A super 50 shot single ignition 
firework firing a sequence of single 
and triple bursts finishing with a 
finale of purple and gold bursts.  
With a duration of just under one 
minute this is an ideal firework for 
a finale for a garden firework party.

A stunning 49 shot barrage with 
huge strobe centred brocade 
bursts. A truly breath-taking 
display firework.

A 36 shot large bore multi-effect 
barrage featuring red to white 
glitter bursts, brocades, falling 
leaves and crackling pistils. With 
our B1G1F why not fire both 
together for an incredible display.

Purchase Athena, a 48 shot Roman 
Candle cake that lasts approximately 
45 seconds and get Deep Space a 
49 shot aerial barrage FREE! Both 
fireworks fire vertically so ideal where 
space is limited.

ZEUS SUPER 4 

ZEUS PREMIUM 
ASSORTMENT 

FIREBRAND

EXCELLENCE

ANDROMEDA

ATHENA WITH 
FREE DEEP SPACE 
BARRAGE 

£49.99

£24.99

SRP £100

SRP £44.99

HALF PRICE

OUR PRICE

Buy Mighty Hero with its stunning 
colours & effects inc. gold 
brocades and crackling spider 
bursts and get Space Monkey 
FREE which is a vertically firing 
superb quality 29 shot effects 
barrage.

A great 90 shot vertical and fan 
firing single ignition firework 
with a considerable saving off 
the recommended selling price. 
Brocades, red, green & fish bursts 
make this a firework to remember.

Buy Krazy Krakatoa 100 shot 
barrage with its colourful comets, 
whistles & multi coloured 
shellbursts and crackles and get 
Ice Warrior a one minute display 
of blue/red/silver palms, strobes & 
purple/blue coconut bursts FREE

RENEGADE

This 49 shot single ignition with 
its sky filling bursts builds up to a 
crackling finale that will certainly 
entertain your guests with its 
duration of approx 1 minute. Use 
separately, or fire both together to 
create real impact.

SEISMIC BLAST 

SPECIAL OFFERS & CLEARANCE LINES (LIMITED STOCK)

WE check the internet so you don’t have to
01926 421330   www.jordansfireworks.co.uk01926 421330   www.jordansfireworks.co.uk

Fireworks for Bonfire Night, New Year and other CelebrationsFireworks for Bonfire Night, New Year and other Celebrations

THE BEST FIREWORKS 

THE LOWEST PRICES!

CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR 

EVEN MORE OFFERS 

300+ FIREWORKS ONLINE
Fireworks

£44.99

£59.99

£94.99

BUY 1 GET 1 FREE

BUY 1 GET 1 FREE

BUY 1 GET 1 FREE

SAVE £20

SAVE £32.99

SAVE £59.99

SAVE £94.99

SAVE £50

£49.99
SRP £100

HALF PRICE

SAVE £50

It’s back again at the same 
unbelievable price as last year.  
Real Steel is one of our most 
impressive larger fireworks with 
88 shots lasting around a minute 
featuring huge swirling stars.

REAL STEEL

£69.99
SRP £139.99

HALF PRICE

SAVE £70

A great value selection box 
containing 6 multi shot cakes, 2 
fountain mines, 4 fountains and 2 
packs of giant sparklers which will 
certainly entertain the family.

STRATOSPHERE SELECTION BOX

£39.99
SRP £79.99

HALF PRICE NEW

SAVE £40

£42.49
SRP £84.99

HALF PRICE

SAVE £42.50

MIGHTY HERO 
WITH FREE 
SPACE MONKEY 

£44.99
BUY 1 GET 1 FREE

SAVE £34.99

NEW

£59.99
SRP £100

OUR PRICE

SAVE £40

NEW

£79.99
BUY 1 GET 1 FREE

SAVE £65.99

KRAZY KRAKATOA 
WITH FREE ICE 
WARRIOR 
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ROCKETS – PYROMESHED FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE

10 x Double Dare Rockets & 5 
x Starblaster Rockets. A pack 
produced to our specifications 
containing 10 spectacular double 
break rockets and 5 flash burst 
rockets.

£79.99
SRP £100

OUR PRICE

JORDANS  
ROCKET PACK

SAVE £20

30 x 60mm shellburst rockets
(5 different effects). Powerful 
rockets with large bursts of Gold 
willow to red, blue & titanium and 
Brocade to green & purple.

£119.99
SRP £239.99

HALF PRICE

BLACK HAWK 
BULK PACK 

SAVE £120

4 x assorted effect display 
rockets. Red & Silver Glitter, 
Crackling Brocade, Multi-coloured 
Pistil and red with silver centre & 
comet tails.

£49.99
SRP £64.99

OUR PRICE

FIRST BLOOD  
ROCKET PACK

SAVE £15

One of our best-selling rocket 
packs for many years.
Contains: 2 assorted effect King 
200g rockets, 2 assorted effect 
Forbidden 120g rockets, 2 assorted 
effect Emperor 80g rockets

£89.99
SRP £119.99

OUR PRICE

KINGDOM  
ROCKET PACK 

SAVE £30

4 x King rockets with  
huge gold bursts.

£99.99
SRP £129.99

OUR PRICE

MARVELLOUS  
ROCKET PACK 

SAVE £30

18 x 60mm diameter head 
shellburst rockets 3 varieties; 
dazzling snowflake brocade, 
brilliant strobe & weeping willow.

£199.99
SRP £359.99

OUR PRICE

SUNDOWN  
ROCKET PACK  

SAVE £160

A pack of 15 King Reborn 
rockets. Each rocket fills the 
sky with a huge canopy of 
golden stars.

£299.99
SRP £449.99

OUR PRICE

THE KING REBORN 
BULK PACK

SAVE £150

4 Assorted giant rockets 
1 x Sky Thriller, 1 x Special Ring 
1 x Sorcerer & 1 x King

£99.99
SRP £129.99

OUR PRICE

4-DIMENSION  
ROCKET PACK 

SAVE £30

A Bulk Pack of 6 giant 
rockets with cascading 
golden stars (1 variety).

£129.99
SRP £179.99

OUR PRICE

MAXIMIZER 
GIANT ROCKET 
(X 6) 

SAVE £50

A great assortment of 4 rockets, 
which includes Whopper with its 
huge brocade burst, Maximizer’s 
cascading stars, Excelsior and 
Fireball with shellburst effects.

£69.99
SRP £104.99

OUR PRICE

SONIC 
ROCKET PACK

SAVE £35

Big beautiful bursts fill the sky 
with colour and noise.  Four 
different effects to entertain your 
audience.

£79.99
SRP £120

OUR PRICE

ULTRA  
ROCKET PACK

SAVE £40

Containing 6 spectacular sky 
filling brocade bursts at an 
amazing price (1 variety).

£99.99
SRP £179.99

OUR PRICE

WHOPPER 
ROCKET PACK  

SAVE £80

£74.99
SRP £119.88

OUR PRICE

SAVE £44

One of our favourite rockets 
that out-performs rockets that 
look a lot bigger.  Available in a 
bulk pack giving you the ability 
to fire them off in volleys.
60 rockets in total.

JESTER 
BULK PACK

An even bigger pack of Flash 
Rockets in 3 sizes from Standard 
Fireworks now containing 51 rockets. 
Don’t be fooled by their size, even 
the smallest in the pack out-performs 
many larger looking rockets.

£99.99
SRP £149.99

OUR PRICE

GALACTICA 
ROCKET PACK 

SAVE £50
NEW

A great value shell effect rocket 
pack containing 4 rockets with big 
bursts.  Gold coconut, silver blink 
and brocade effects.

£44.99
SRP £50

OUR PRICE

SHELLHEAD 
ROCKET PACK 

SAVE £5
NEW
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COMPOUND FIREWORKS 
A number of fireworks in one box that are already fused together so you only have to light one fuse for a display.

£119.99
SRP £239.99

OUR PRICE HALF PRICE
SAVE £120 

Grand Flash is impressive 
throughout and produces an intense 
45 second vertical display from its 
104 shots and features huge gold 
bursts and plenty of crackles.

GRAND FLASH 

PINNACLE

£59.99
SRP £70.00

OUR PRICE SAVE £10

£199.99
SRP £269.99

OUR PRICE

With 184 shots fired over 
2.5 minutes Showtime really 
puts on a show and features 
almost every effect as it builds up 
to its spectacular finale.

SHOWTIME

SAVE £70

One of our best-selling compound 
fireworks featuring four fireworks 
pre-fused together to give a 186 
shot display lasting around 2 
minutes featuring both quiet & 
noisy effects.

EXCELSIOR    

£99.99
SRP £139.99 

OUR PRICE

SAVE £40

£99.99
SRP £149.99 

OUR PRICE

Beat Thy Neighbour is now 
established as one of our most 
popular fireworks. A 2 minute 
vertical firing aerial display 
suitable for a back-garden parties 
as well as for large displays.

BEAT THY NEIGHBOUR               

SAVE £50

A spectacular firework that fires 180 
shots in total with a wide array of 
effect and colour shellbursts fired 
vertically and in a fan across the sky.  It starts off 
quietly and builds up through it’s one and a half 
minute duration to a noisy finale.

£99.99
SRP £129.99

ROYAL PARTY

OUR PRICE

SAVE £30

An impressive 210 shot compound 
firework with a wide variety of 
effects including blue & white 
strobing stars, brocade crowns, spider 
crackles, whistles and palms to name a few. 
Duration over 2 minutes.  

£129.99
SRP £159.99

FAST & FURIOUS 

OUR PRICE

SAVE £30

£149.99
SRP £169.99

OUR PRICE

If you want one of the most 
impressive fireworks you can buy, 
Legend fits the bill perfectly. Legend 
is made up of three simultaneously 
fired 45 shot barrages and lasts approximately 
30 seconds.

LEGEND 

SAVE £20

A 244 shot 4 minute display in 
a box that you can even use in 
your garden. Lighting one fuse 
produces an all vertical display 
featuring a wide variety of colours 
and effects.

HIGH IMPACT 

£149.99
SRP £184.99 

OUR PRICE

SAVE £35

£174.99
SRP £259.99 

OUR PRICE

233 shots fired in two and half 
minutes, whilst not quiet by any 
means Maximum Showtime features 
lots of colourful bursts & this firework 
would make an ideal finale for a large 
display or a short spectacular display 
by itself.

MAXIMUM 
SHOWTIME 

SAVE £85

£224.99
SRP £329.99 

OUR PRICE

One of our all time best selling 
fireworks. The original and still the 
best Godfather Display Kit fires 
188 shots and produces a two and 
a half minute display with lots of 
noise! 

THE GODFATHER

SAVE £105

£109.99
SRP £139.99 

OUR PRICE

Pandemonium’s fireworks are 
glued to a wooden board so there 
is not even a need to bury this 
firework. Pyro Pandemonium fires 
206 shots in a colourful 60 second 
display.

PYRO PANDEMONIUM 
NEW LOWER PRICE

SAVE £30

£225
SRP £235

OUR PRICE

Zeus Fireworks Retribution is 
a high powered pyromeshed 
200 shot firework producing 
professional style effects over 80 
seconds.

RETRIBUTION 

SAVE £10

This is a huge 398 shot firework 
that lasts over 2 minutes. 
Salvos of stars are fired in rapid 
succession which results in lots 
of bursts being in the sky at the 
same time.

PRIMEVAL 

£249.99
SRP £369.99 

OUR PRICE

SAVE £120

£299.99
SRP £449.99

OUR PRICE

Beginning with a rapid salvo of bursts and 
then carrying on to deliver both vertical and 
fan-shaped shots with some nice 
crackling effects, punctuated by a 
series of whistles towards the latter 
half of the display. 292 shots fired 
over 2 mins.

EXORCISE YOUR DEMONS 

SAVE £150

A vertically fired display with 
some lovely colours including 
golden palms & bright blue stars. 
The final firework in Pinnacle 
fires rapid salvos of titanium 
silver chrysanthemums. Duration 
approx. 45 seconds.
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SINGLE IGNITION DISPLAYS
Just light one fuse

£29.99
SRP £39.99

OUR PRICE

Vengeance fires 55 shots in a fan shape, including 
wriggling tadpole stars, golden starbursts, red 
and white crackling starbursts, gold 
palm tree shaped bursts and a finale 
salvo of crackling stars. For duration 
and quality this is a hard firework to 
beat for the money.

£39.99
SRP £59.99

VENGEANCE

OUR PRICE

One of our most popular garden 
fireworks. 100 shots fired at a 
rapid pace but also with a 60 
second duration including a finale 
salvo to finish the display off.

MINI 
FIREWORKS CRAZY 

£44.99
SRP £69.99

OUR PRICE

£44.99
SRP £49.99

ROCKY ROAD 

OUR PRICE

CELEBRATE                     

Introduced last year, Witchcraft 
has quickly established itself as a 
customers’ favourite. The duration 
is around 75 seconds and the finale 
features a double volley of brocade 
bursts with red green and blue 
stars.

£44.99
SRP £59.99

OUR PRICE

Hercules mini is a 107 shot quick 
pace firework with lots of fizz, pop 
and bang; its explosive 47 seconds 
is a vibrant array of fast vertical 
and fan firing bursts with a blast of 
crackle mid-way through the display. 

£44.99
SRP £59.99

MINI HERCULES  

OUR PRICE

£49.99
SRP £59.99

OUR PRICE

The 100 shot Battle of Waterloo 
produces a wide fan effect 
zigzagging from side to side for 
40 seconds with the last 10 shots 
producing a fan-shaped finale burst 
of crackling stars. 

BATTLE OF WATERLOO

£59.99
SRP £70.00

OUR PRICE

An 81 shot single ignition display 
firework that produces a constant 
stream of changing effects and 
colours over a duration of a 
minute and a half.

ZEUS ODYSSEY 

WITCHCRAFT

SAVE £10 SAVE £20

SAVE £15 SAVE £5

SAVE £15

SAVE £25

SAVE £10

SAVE £10

Rocky Road is a 75 shot multi-
effect aerial firework which fires all 
its shots vertically and at a fairly 
rapid rate therefore would make 
an ideal finale for a garden party.

Celebrate fires all its 68 shots 
vertically, so is ideal if you are 
limited width wise with your display 
area. The rapidly fired multi-shot 
finale is quite dramatic. This 
firework is phenomenally popular 
with our customers year after year.

NEW

NEW

90 shot Poseidon starts with 
crackling shellbursts and 
proceeds to a stunning, rapid 
sweeping fan of comet tailed 
multi coloured stars.  Three fan 
fired volleys finish the display.

This spectacular and fast-paced 120 
shot vertically firing Single Ignition 
features an amazing assortment of 
colours and effects ending with a 
beautiful volley finale.  Fallen Angel’s 
duration is approximately 1 minute.

This new 108 shot firework from 
Black Cat starts firing vertically and 
then proceeds to fan shaped firing, 
featuring willow bursts, mine lifts with 
palms, brocades, glitter and crackle 
bursts.  Great value for money.

With red tailed silver palms, changing to brocade 
bursts this 58 shot fan effect firework 
finishes with whistling comets and 
crackling shellbursts. Crescendo 
can be used as a finale firework in a 
garden display and would not be out 
of place within a larger display.

It’s back!  We thought we had seen 
the last of the ever popular Standing 
Ovation, but have managed to get 
the last few available.  Don’t miss 
out on this great 72 shot fan effect 
firework that finishes with giant palm 
bursts right across the sky.

£44.99

£49.99 £59.99

£49.99 £49.99
SRP £59.99

SRP £64.99 SRP £69.99

SRP £69.99 SRP £69.99

POSEIDON 

FALLEN ANGEL AD ASTRA

CRESCENDO STANDING OVATION

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE OUR PRICE

SAVE £15 SAVE £20 SAVE £20

SAVE £15 SAVE £10

NEW

NEW
This firework has it all – beautiful 
coloured and glittering shellbursts, 
multi-coloured pearls, whistling 
tadpoles, spinners and brocades fired 
vertically and in a fan pattern.  With a 
duration of around 1 minute Immortal 
is sure to become a best seller.

A new 145 shot firework from Standard Fireworks 
with a duration of approx. 1.5 minutes. With its 
variety of effects including brocades, 
crackles, comet tailed pearls and 
whistles fired vertically and in a fan 
shape across the sky, this is certain 
to be popular choice this year.

£59.99 £59.99
SRP £79.99 SRP £99.99

IMMORTAL GLADIATOR

OUR PRICE OUR PRICE

SAVE £20 SAVE £40
NEW
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£69.99
SRP £119.99

OUR PRICE

This is a great value long lasting 
150 shot cake with one burst 
after another with a duration of 
over one and a half minutes with 
almost every effect there is, all in 
one firework.

RAMPAGE 150 SHOT

£69.99
SRP £85

OUR PRICE

A 100 shot aerial barrage with 
impressive effects and a 70 second 
duration. Various effects lead up to 
a finale volley of whistling crackling 
tails to silver bouquets.

CONSPIRATORS 
OF 1605 

Prism by Zeus Fireworks is a 120 
shot mixed effect aerial firework 
with multiple firing patterns during 
its 50 second duration culminating 
in a final salvo of golden cascading 
stars with a crackle effect.

£69.99
SRP £79.99

PRISM 

OUR PRICE

SINGLE IGNITION DISPLAYS 
Just light one fuse

Don’t miss out on this super long 
lasting firework at a great price.  
Multi-coloured peony bursts, comets 
to palms and red blossom strobes 
are just a few of the effects that make 
up this excellent 90 second vertically 
fired display.

EVOLUTION

£69.99 
SRP £95.00 

OUR PRICE

£79.99
SRP £94.99

OUR PRICE

A 125 shot firework from Absolute 
Fireworks which fires a mixture 
of very colourful vertical and fan 
effect bursts over an 80 second 
duration.

END GAME 

Black Cat have built a reputation 
for offering fireworks that stand out 
from the crowd due to their unusual 
colours and effects and certainly 
that is what you get with Aquarius. 
Aquarius fires 90 shots in a minute.

£69.99
SRP £99.99

OUR PRICE

£69.99
SRP £99.99

OUR PRICE

A 110 shot firework containing more 
effects than we have seen in any 
similar sized firework. The duration 
is around a minute and contains 
noisy & quieter effects fired in 
various patterns across the sky.

£69.99
SRP £109.99

INDEPENDENCE DAY  
NEW LOWER PRICE

OUR PRICE

With a frantic 45 seconds of 
whistles, bangs and coloured 
starbursts plus dual level mine lift 
bursts, you can see why the 100 
shot Fireworks Crazy is one of our 
customer favourites.

FIREWORKS CRAZY

AQUARIUS This 120 shot one minute display 
starts with a simultaneous firing of 
screechers and starbursts, then for 
the finale there is one salvo after 
another of fan effects ending with 
beautiful palms bursting with blue 
centres. 

£69.99
SRP £109.99

BLACK STAR

OUR PRICE

£69.99
SRP £84.99

OUR PRICE

The Big Finish is a 50 shot aerial 
barrage with a duration of around 
50 seconds. Each effect is fired 
five times, with the last rows 
being at a more rapid rate for a 
finale effect.

This 80 shot vertically firing single 
ignition includes the effect the 
manufacturer calls ‘Champagne 
Fizz’, which is a delayed crackle and 
is used to great effect. Its duration 
is just under 1 minute and it finishes 
with a finale of two salvos of 5 shots.

With over a 2.5 minute duration, 
Heavyweight certainly lives up to 
its name. This is one of our longer 
lasting fireworks under £100.

An impressive 170 shot single 
ignition from Standard Fireworks 
with a duration of nearly 1.5 
minutes.  Apocalypse has a myriad 
of effects fired vertically and in a fan 
shape to impress your audience.

THE BIG FINISH

HEAVYWEIGHT
APOCALYPSE

£79.99
SRP £119.99

OUR PRICE

Firing 100 shots in 45 seconds 
means that you are not waiting 
for something to happen with 
Nightscape. A constant barrage of 
shots fired in both vertical and fan 
shaped patterns.

NIGHTSCAPE NEW LOWER PRICE

SAVE £25 SAVE £50

SAVE £15 SAVE £30 SAVE £15

SAVE £10 SAVE £30 SAVE £40

SAVE £40

SAVE £40

SAVE £15

£69.99 
SRP £99.99

OUR PRICE
NEW

SAVE £30

A stunning single ignition with 
various firing patterns and multiple 
effects including time rain, 
brocades, willows and multi-
coloured peonies.

FIRESTORM

NEW
£74.99

£79.99 £79.99

SRP £99.99

SRP £114.99 SRP £109.99

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE OUR PRICE

QUANTUM

SAVE £35 SAVE £30

SAVE £25

NEW

NEW
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£89.99
SRP £179.99

HALF PRICE

£84.99
SRP £124.99

OUR PRICE

£89.99
SRP £99.00

OUR PRICE

The 108 shot Son of Zeus contains 
some lovely blues as well as red, 
green, gold and silvers during its 70 
second display. All of the bursts are 
full of stars with many of the palm 
bursts having coloured stars on 
their points. 

Crackling crossette fires 25 
crackling comets into the sky that 
split into stunning golden crackling 
crossettes.

£89.99

£24.99

SRP £97.99

SRP £30

SON OF ZEUS 

CRACKLING 
CROSSETTE 

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

Chain Reaction is a 170 shot single 
ignition firework by Zeus Fireworks 
and fires a wide variety of colours 
and effects during its two-minute 
duration.

CHAIN REACTION

SINGLE IGNITION DISPLAYS
Just light one fuse

Sky Boss by Skycrafter from Brother’s 
Pyrotechnics is an incredible value 110 
shot barrage display firework lasting 
well over two and a half minutes. It 
features both vertical bursts and wide 
fan shaped effects. 

SKY BOSS 
The best-selling firework we have 
ever had. Customers keep coming 
back year after year and whilst it 
has had many imitators it still takes 
some beating. 107 shots fired in 
about a minute.

HERCULES  
 

Silent Nite is a quiet but exciting 50 
shot garden firework featuring all 
the best low noise effects including 
wriggling fish, falling leaves, comet 
stars and horse tail bursts; all in a 
duration of 40 seconds.

£29.99
SRP £35.99

SILENT NITE 

OUR PRICE

NEW

£54.99
SRP £64.99

OUR PRICE

£64.99
SRP £75

OUR PRICE

SNOW STORM                                  
NEON NITES                               

SAVE £40 SAVE £90

SAVE £8

SAVE £9

SAVE £5 SAVE £6

SAVE £10 SAVE £10

£99.99
SRP £154.99

OUR PRICE

SAVE £55

This new awesome single ignition 
firework from Black Cat Fireworks 
lasts 2 minutes and fires 195 shots.  
With a wide range of effects including 
purple starbursts with green glitter, 
purple comets, white glitter mines to 
white glitter and a beautiful finale fan 
of coloured and crackle bursts.

£99.99
SRP £119.99

AFTER MIDNIGHT 

OUR PRICE

NEW

SAVE £20

With a 2 minute duration this 
firework does it all.  Coloured palms 
and whistling serpents to name but 
a few effects ending with a huge 
volley of colour & noise.

PULVERIZER

Fishes & Seahorses fires 
30 crackling tailed stars in to the 
sky that burst into wriggling sliver 
fish, blue stars, strobe stars and 
golden brocade horsetails, finishing 
with an assortment of them all.  
Duration approx. 45 seconds

FISHES AND 
SEAHORSES

OUR PRICE

£24.99

NEW

£44.99
SRP £50

OUR PRICE

A lovely Z firing pattern, low 
noise 42 shot barrage with red, 
green and blue stars that rise 
into the sky and split in to colour 
crossettes.

NITE TRACER 

SAVE £5

NEW

£99.99£69.99
SRP £129.99SRP £84.99

OUR PRICEOUR PRICE

£224.99
SRP £269.99

OUR PRICE

SAVE £45

Snow Storm is a lively firework 
that fires 50 low noise brilliant 
white glittering stars bursting high 
in the sky that cascade towards 
the ground.

With 190 shots lasting for just 
under 2.5 minutes this is the ideal 
firework for those looking for a low 
noise firework with a good duration.  
Effects, it’s got them all – fish, strobes, 
comets, glitter bursts, waterfalls, 
spinners, mines and brocades.

TRANQUIL SKY 
COMPOUND FIREWORK

Neon Nites is a 100 shot single 
ignition firework lasting around 50 
seconds and fires the three best 
low noise effects; wriggling fish, 
cascading coloured falling leaves 
and for the finale golden horse 
tail shaped bursts.

A glorious 91 shot Low Noise single 
ignition firework lasting well over 1 
minute with a vertical and fan shaped 
firing pattern with spinning stars to 
coloured comets, falling leaves and a 
cascading brocade finale. 

Ten volleys of 5 shots of super 
bright red and green cascading 
strobing stars and falling leaves. 
50 shots in total.

GLORIOUS FANFARE 
FESTIVAL OF LIGHT 

SAVE £15 SAVE £30

LOW NOISE
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Breakout, this is very much a 
case of don’t be fooled by how 
big the box is. 49 shots fired in 
45 seconds. Breakout features 
mine lifts as well as high level 
bursts for a dual level display

£24.99 
SRP £29.99 

OUR PRICE

You get a lot of firework for your 
money with Genesis. A 49 shot 
display over one minute with 
glittering stars, crackles and palm 
tree effects.

£24.99 £25
SRP £30 SRP £35

ZEUS GENESIS CROWN 500

OUR PRICE OUR PRICE

£29.99
SRP £34.99

OUR PRICE

£34.99
SRP £38.99

OUR PRICE

Fireflies is a 50 shot firework that 
produces a low noise display 
over 50 seconds but it is very 
entertaining as it fires bursts of 
multi-colour stars that shoot a 
humming unit off at right angles.

FIREFLIES 

£39.99 
SRP £49.99 

OUR PRICE

Battle Royale fires 36 shots in 
total over 50 seconds with six 
different colours/effects (you 
get 6 of each colour/effect). The 
final 6 shots are all fired together 
producing a most unusual effect.   

£39.99
SRP £49.99

BATTLE ROYALE 

OUR PRICE

Avenger fires 70 dual level bursts 
in 40 seconds with the higher level 
bursts being coloured glittering 
stars. This is a rapid firing single 
fuse firework with plenty of 
colours and noise.

ZEUS AVENGER 

AERIAL BARRAGES 
Supplement your display with these special effect fireworks

BREAKOUT

Steel Tigers produces a popular 
brocade effect, where gold stars 
cascade towards the ground after 
bursting at a great height. Steel 
Tigers produces 20 large bursts 
over 20 seconds.

STEEL TIGERS               

Jacob’s Ladder fires 72 shots 
comprising of four different effects 
in 30 seconds but what makes this 
firework so unusual is that it fires 
its’ effects in a spiral pattern, an 
extremely rare effect in a consumer 
firework.

£44.99
SRP £59.99

JACOB’S LADDER 

OUR PRICE

£44.99
SRP £64.99

OUR PRICE

FIERCE
You get a 1 minute display from 
this 36 shot firework by Brothers 
Pyrotechnics. The rate of firing 
increases dramatically as the 
display progresses and ends with a 
multi-shot crackling burst.

SAVE £5 SAVE £10

SAVE £5

SAVE £5

SAVE £4

SAVE £10 SAVE £15 SAVE £20

SAVE £10

A quality missile cake with 300 
white whistles rising in to the sky 
in approx. 20 seconds. Probably 
the best missile cake available.

Osiris is a rapid firing 80 shot 
barrage of multicoloured stars, 
crackle and glitter bursts from 
mine lifts, with a fantastic finale of 
champagne crackle.

Great noise and effects from this 
50 shot barrage with colourful 
bursts from rising crackling 
twisting stars with a multiple salvo 
finale.

Pegasus is a colourful vertical and 
fan firing cake with it’s brocade 
tails, comet pillars and fabulous 
finale of brocade and crackles 
lasting for approx. 40 seconds. 
85 shots.

This 50 shot cake from the Sky 
Crafter range made by Brothers 
Pyrotechnics contains brocade 
bursts with blue stars and whistles. 
Duration approx. 25 seconds.

This 56 shot fan barrage lasts 
approx. 40 seconds.  Firing in 
both zig zag and volley firing 
patterns with some shots having 
a mine lift, it’s a real beauty.

£22 £24.99

£34.99

£29.99 £29.99

£29.99

SRP £24 SRP £34.99

SRP £40

SRP £39.99 SRP £59.99

SRP £39.99

CRAZY WHISTLING 
COMETS 

OSIRIS

MONSOON BLAST

PEGASUS
WITCHES WARNING

CODEBREAKER

OUR PRICE OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE HALF PRICE

OUR PRICE
NEW

SAVE £2 SAVE £10

SAVE £5 SAVE £10

SAVE £10 SAVE £30

This firework has 19 long-tailed 
silver strobing stars with red 
points that burst into huge 
cascading golden palms with 
silver strobing stars.
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£74.99
SRP £149.99

HALF PRICE

£59.99
SRP £89.99

OUR PRICE

Firing 100 shots in 40 seconds 
means that Splitter is an exciting 
firework and is certainly suitable for 
large displays. Splitter fires a low 
noise splitting star effect so provides 
a nice variation to other display 
fireworks.

SPLITTER  

Firing 64 shots in various firing 
patterns in 40 seconds you know 
that Firewall will provide a great 
display. Firewall fires crackling 
comets stars and coloured 
shellbursts some vertically and 
some in a fan shape.

FIREWALL NEW LOWER PRICE

£99.99
SRP £115.00

OUR PRICE

We have all sorts of 
Catherine Wheels from ones for 

small gardens right up to 
large display wheels.

Check our website for our full range.

FANTASIA £6.00

SNAP CRACKLE POP £6.99

TWIRLING TRIO £17.99

SPEED DEMON £19.99

CAROUSEL £19.99

Spectacular high-performance cone 
fountains & novelty fountains in the 
shapes of hobgoblins and skulls to 

name but a few.

Check our website for our full range.

GLITTERING FIRE £11.99

CRAZY CONE £17.50

BELLAGIO £19.99

COPPER & SILVER 
RAIN TWIN PACK £19.99

GIANT GOLD & 
SILVER CONE 
TWIN PACK  £29.99

Coliseum is an 80 shot special 
effect ‘all gold’ firework with a 
duration of 30 seconds rather 
than a mixed effect single ignition 
firework. We would recommend it 
for use in a large firework display.

COLISEUM 

LARGE AERIAL BARRAGES 
Supplement your display with these special effect fireworks

£49.99
SRP £89.99

OUR PRICE

Firing 500 shots in around a minute 
Doomsday gets the balance just 
right with initial shots of red and 
green stars whistles and crackles 
followed by larger starburst 
explosions.

DOOMSDAYTWISTED TURTLES 

£44.99
SRP £54.99

OUR PRICE

SAVE £10 SAVE £40

An intense gold/glitter/red 
horsetail bursting 36 shot cake 
with the last 2 salvos having 
crackles.  Duration approx. 35 
seconds.

GLITTERING 
JEWELS 

£49.99
SRP £59.99

OUR PRICE

SAVE £10

SAVE £30

SAVE £15SAVE £75

A 56 shot fan effect firework by 
Jonathan’s Fireworks. Vampire Fire 
fires its’ bursts in a zig-zag pattern 
with various effects in each salvo, 
many of which contain a delayed 
crackle burst.  The final salvo is fired 
simultaneously.

VAMPIRE FIRE

£49.99
SRP £69.99

OUR PRICE

SAVE £20

£59.99
SRP £79.99

OUR PRICE

Screeching whistling silver 
comets to loud palm bursts.  
100 shots with a duration of 
approx. 50 seconds.

SCREECHING 
DEMONS

SAVE £20

£64.99
SRP £75

OUR PRICE

NEW

SAVE £10

A loud and colourful 128 shot 
fast paced firework with plenty 
of action that finishes with finale 
volleys of red and gold glitter 
bouquets. 

FRONTLINE FIRE 

ZEUS ROMAN 
CANDLE ASST 1                                                                 

Four 175 shot Roman Candles; Blue, 
Red,  Green and Purple stars.

ZEUS ROMAN 
CANDLE ASST 2                                                                  

A pack of one 280 shot &  three 175 
shot Roman Candles; crackling stars, 

multi-colour stars, Brocade Crown with 
coloured  tips and Brocade Parade 

with glittering comet tails.

MINE PACK  
1 x Havoc Mine  1 x Chaos Mine  

1 x Mayhem Mine

£34.99
SRP £45

OUR PRICE

SAVE £10

£45.99
SRP £62

OUR PRICE

SAVE £16

£44.99
SRP £60

OUR PRICE

SAVE £15

A 38 shot firework with a 45 second 
duration, Twisted Turtles starts off 
by firing individual shots but after a 
while two are fired together in a ‘V’ 
formation, followed by a multi-shot 
finale.

FOUNTAINSWHEELS CANDLES & MINES
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Two great 50 shot cakes from 
Brothers Pyrotechnics lasting 
approx. 25-30 seconds each. 
They may have a shorter duration 
than some fireworks, but the 
display is very intense.

Containing 11 good sized 
multi-shot aerial barrage 
fireworks.  An ideal basis for a 
display.  Add on a rocket pack 
and a finale and you’ve all you 
need for a small organized 
display.  Highly recommended.

£75 £74.99

£69.99

£89.99 £99

£119.99

£159.99 £175

SRP £150 SRP £124.99

SRP £97.99

SRP £129.99 SRP £139.99

SRP £149.99

SRP £199.99 SRP £219.99

HALF PRICE OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE OUR PRICE

Two professional style fireworks 
for incorporating into large 
displays. Each firework rapidly 
fires 40 shots in a fan shape 
and has a duration around 20 
seconds.   

Lockdown is a triple barrage 
pack from Standard Firework and is 
used in many of our large displays 
having established itself as a staple 
in many display packs. Containing: 
Strike (40 shot), Impact (51 shot) and 
Target (59 shot). Each firework has a 
duration of around 35 seconds.

EXPERT 
TWIN PACK 

LOCKDOWN

AERIAL BARRAGES PACKS 
Use on their own or combine with rockets for even more aerial entertainment.

RIP ROARING 
TWIN PACK 

BARRAGE BAG

TWISTED TWINS

DYNASTY QUAD PACK 

MEGA MIX
BIG SILVER CHRYSANTHEMUM & 
GREAT SHOW OF COLOURS 

VITTALI SUPREMO 
BARRAGE PACK 

SAVE £75 SAVE £50

SAVE £28

SAVE £40 SAVE £40

SAVE £30

SAVE £40 SAVE £45

Vittali Supremo is a pack of 
four different effect high quality 
noisy but colourful aerial 
barrages by Zeus Fireworks. 
Each firework fires 25 shots 
and lasts around 25 seconds.

Containing two Category 
3, 1.3G, 100 Shot, Black 
Label professional quality fireworks, 
each lasting around a minute. A 
favourite barrage pack for many 
years. They come packaged in 
pyromesh for normal consumer 1.4G 
storage. 

This pack contains four large single 
ignition style fireworks - 1 x Tyrant 28 
shot single ignition, 1 x Master 112 shot 
single ignition, 1 x Emperor 70 shot 
single ignition & 1 x Overlord 120 shot 
single ignition. Can be used on its’ own, 
or to supplement a bigger display.

An ideal basis for a large display, our pack 
contains 9 aerial fireworks: Devils Fire (25 
shots), Monster Mash (25 shots), Shanghai 
Cyclones (16 shots), Fishes & Seahorses 
(30 shots), Dizzy Dinosaur (36 shots), Mighty 
Crowns  (19 shots), Willow Trees (19 shots), 
Space Detonation (25 shots) and Triple 
Attack (21 shots). 

Six high-performance aerial fireworks chosen 
by us, so you get a nice balance of vertical 
and fan firing fireworks and a nice mix of 
colours and noise. Contains; Monsoon Blast 
(50 shots), Codebreaker (56 shots), Battle 
Royale (36 shots), Hercules Mini (107 shots), 
Pegasus (85 shots) and Celebrate (68 shots).

This assortment contains 12 aerial 
barrages including a 100 shot missile 
cake and can be used on it’s own for 
customers not wanting rockets, or 
add on a pack of rockets to make a 
complete display. 348 shots in total.

Big Silver Chrysanthemum has been 
paired with Great Show of Colours 
this year in the powerful 49 shot 
twin pack from Jorge.  A customer’s 
comment - “The performance 
of Jorge is nothing short of 
outstanding”

AERIAL BARRAGE 
ASSORTMENT SUPER SIX DISPLAY PACK 

NEW ASSORTMENT

A pack of two 50 shot cakes, one 
with blue & gold stars, the other a 
dark pink glittering star effect.  Each 
firework lasts around 25 seconds 
and would complement other 
coloured fireworks perfectly.

£55.99
SRP £79.99

OUR PRICE

SURPRISE & 
NEW WORLD 

SAVE £24

NEW

£75
SRP £150

HALF PRICE

An exciting new 
assortment of 5 x 20 
shot barrages. Ideal on 
their own, or great to 
supplement a bigger 
display.  

POWERFUL 5 

SAVE £75

£119.99
SRP £149.99

OUR PRICE

TRIDENT

SAVE £30

Trident Triple Pack is 
one of our bestselling 
barrage packs and 
contains 3 assorted effect 
single ignition large fireworks; Swing  
Fire (28 shot), Star Streak  (112 
shot) and Storm  Shadow (70 shot)

£124.99
SRP £168

OUR PRICE

SAVE £43

£149.99
SRP £264.97

OUR PRICE

SAVE £114

A new selection of our popular Jorge 
aerial barrages which is ideal for a 
garden party or a small organized 
display. This pack contains 1 x 16 
shot Kasjopeja, 1 x 25 shot Tyrant, 1 
x 25 shot Wenus & 1 x Pluton

£49.99
SRP £62

OUR PRICE

JORGE 
BARRAGE PACK  
NEW ASSORTMENT

SAVE £12

£199.99
SRP £307.94

OUR PRICE

SAVE £107
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LARGE 
SELECTION BOXES

LOW NOISE 
PACK

WHY NOT ADD ON A 
GARDEN ROCKET PACK?

£79.99
SRP: £99.99

OUR PRICE

SHINDIG
Containing 28 fireworks, the Shindig 
selection contains a good mix of the 
different types of fireworks. There 
are plenty of the multi-shot aerial 
fireworks, some good size fountains, 
a few rockets and a couple of 
Catherine Wheels.

SUPER-NOVA

NOVA DISPLAY 

APOLLO 

£250

£199.99 

£299.99 
SRP: £409.98

SRP: £300

SRP: £499.99

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

STANDARD FIREWORKS GARDEN PARTY BOXES 
Assortments of multi-shots, roman candles, fountains, rockets and sparklers.

COMPLETE DISPLAY PACKS 
Ideal entertainment from a small garden party to a large organised event.

£59.99
OUR PRICE

BRONZE 
19 assorted fireworks 
+ 2 packs of sparklers

23 assorted fireworks 
+ 2 packs of sparklers

27 assorted fireworks 
+ 2 packs of sparklers

£79.99
OUR PRICE

A pack containing 12 garden rockets.
6 x Jorge R8 rockets
6 x Jorge Planet rockets
1 pack of 3 portfires

GARDEN ROCKET PACK 

£28.99
SRP £36.47

OUR PRICE

SILVER GOLD

£99.99
OUR PRICE

FREE DELIVERYFREE DELIVERYFREE DELIVERY

SAVE £20

SAVE £7

SAVE £100

SAVE £159 SAVE £200

6 x Multi-shot cakes - assorted effects
3 x Roman Candles - assorted effects
3 x Fountains - assorted effects  
Instructions and portfire firework 
lighters.

LOW NOISE PACK 

£150
SRP £182.23

OUR PRICE

SAVE £32

GARDEN PACK 

£150
SRP: £233.45

OUR PRICE
NEW  

CONTENTS

SAVE £83

10 x Double Break Rockets   
(assorted effects)
5 x Starblaster Rockets  
(assorted effects)
11 x Assorted aerial barrages
1 x 58 shot finale 
Instructions, Set-up Plan, Firing Order,  
Portfires and Rocket Launching Tubes.

Stuck for space but want an 
impressive firework display? 
Then our all aerial Garden Pack is the answer.
1 x 12 shot aerial barrage. 1 x 13 shot aerial barrage.
1 x 15 shot aerial barrage. 2 x 16 shot aerial barrages.
2 x 19 shot aerial barrage. 8 x 25 shot aerial barrages
12 x Jorge Cat 2 Rockets with assorted colours and effects.
Instructions , Set-up Plan, Firing Order, Portfires and Rocket 
Launching Tubes

10 x Double Break Rockets   
(assorted effects)
5 x Starblaster Rockets  
(assorted effects)
15 x Assorted aerial barrages
1 x 72 shot finale
Instructions, Set-up Plan, 
Firing Order, Portfires and 
Rocket Launching Tubes.

10 x Double Break Rockets
(assorted effects)
5 x Starblaster Rockets 
(assorted effects)
12 x Assorted aerial barrages
1 x Giant Compound single ignition 
finale. Instructions, Set-up Plan, 
Firing Order, Portfires and 
Rocket Launching Tubes
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COMPLETE DISPLAY PACKS
Ideal entertainment from a small garden party to a large organised event.

ENTERPRISE

GALAXY

AURORA
18 x Sundown Rockets assorted effects
14 x assorted aerial barrages
1 x single ignition finales 
1 x Giant Compound single ignition finale
Instructions, Set-up Plan, Firing Order, 
Portfires and Rocket Launching Tubes

10 x Double Break Rockets  (assorted effects)
5 x Starblaster Rockets (assorted effects)
4 x Giant Ultra Rockets, 1 x Giant Maximizer Rocket
1 x Giant Whopper Rocket, 1 x Excelsior Rocket
1 x Fireball Rocket, 14 x assorted large aerial barrages
2 x assorted single ignition finales 
Instructions, Set-up Plan, Firing Order, 
Portfires and Rocket Launching Tubes

30 x Black Hawk flash rockets (5 varieties)
1 x Giant Maximizer Rocket, 1 x Giant Whopper Rocket
1 x Excelsior Rocket, 1 x Fireball Rocket
11 x assorted large aerial barrages
5 x single ignition finales 
Instructions, Set-up Plan, Firing Order, Portfires and Rocket 
Launching Tubes

£399.99 

£799.99 

£699.99 

£999.99 

SRP: £595

SRP: £1295.84

SRP: £1151.78

SRP: £1661.78

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£599.99 
SRP: £1032.89

OUR PRICE

SAVE £195

SAVE £432 SAVE £451

SAVE £495 SAVE £661

2 x assorted effect King 200g rockets
2 x assorted effect Forbidden 120g rockets
2 x assorted effect Emperor 80g rockets
4 x Zeus Shellhead rockets assorted effects
12 x assorted aerial barrages, 1 x single ignition finale
Instructions, Set-up Plan, Firing Order, Portfires 
and Rocket Launching Tubes

2 x assorted effect King 200g rockets
2 x assorted effect Forbidden 120g rockets
2 x assorted effect Emperor 80g rockets
4 x Zeus Shellhead rockets assorted effects
15 x assorted aerial barrages
1 x Single ignition finale
Instructions, Set-up Plan, Firing Order, Portfires and 
Rocket Launching Tubes

£499.99 
SRP: £814.00

OUR PRICE

SAVE £314

ULTIMATE
30 x Black Hawk flash rockets (5 varieties), 
4 x Giant Ultra Rockets, 1 x Giant 
Compound Firework, 12 x assorted large 
aerial barrages, 5 x assorted single ignition 
finales. Instructions, Set-up Plan, Firing 
Order, Portfires and Rocket Launching 
Tubes

VOYAGER
COLUMBIA
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IT IS ILLEGAL TO SELL FIREWORKS TO ANYONE UNDER THE AGE OF 18 YEARS

OPEN ALL 
YEAR ROUND.

Mon - Thu 
9.00am till 
5.30pm

Mon - Sat 
9am till 
5.00pm

Sundays - 
(October & Nov. 3rd) 
11.00 till 5.00pm

LATE NIGHT  
OPENING - 
Phone for details

All our fireworks conform to CE 
European Standards (and will be 
marked CE). Contents of displays 
and photographs in this brochure 
may vary according to the 
availability of fireworks. In such 
cases fireworks of equivalent or 
greater value will be substituted. 
E & OE

ORDERING - Orders can be placed using the following methods

1) On-line www.jordansfireworks.co.uk 
 using our secure shopping cart

2) By Post, please return your completed order  
 form with your cheque payable to “Jordans”

3) By Phone 01926 421330

DELIVERY - Please note that deliveries MUST be signed 
for. Delivery is to mainland UK addresses only. We will 
supply you with an estimated delivery date. 

Please check our website for special offers regarding delivery.

All total prices shown include V.A.T. at 20% Should the rate of 
V.A.T. change, the prices will be amended accordingly. Jordans 
Fireworks is a trading name of Jordans (Leamington Spa) LLP. 
Please order as soon as possible to avoid disappointment.

SRP = Manufacturers Suggested Retail Price.

Firework minimum viewing distance: 
Garden Fireworks : 8m  • Display Fireworks : 25m

14 HIGH STREET, LEAMINGTON SPA CV31 3AN   
TEL: 01926 421330 
EMAIL: fireworks@jordansretail.co.uk 
WEB: www.jordansfireworks.co.uk

FLYING LANTERNS 
Our high quality Chinese  
lanterns have the  
following features;

* Wirefree

* 100% biodegradable

* Flame retardant paper

* Non drip fuel cell

* Easy to light

* Up to 15mins flying time

10" SPARKLERS 
(250MM) 
72 packs of 5 
sparklers. 
Total = 360

GIANT 
SPARKLERS 
(400MM) 
72 packs of 5 sparklers. 
Total = 360

MYSTICAL FIRE 
Add a sachet to any 
wood burning fire for 
a colourful magical 
display. (lasts for 
approx. 30 minutes)

TRI-COLOUR LIGHTROPES

GLOW STICKS

AVAILABLE  
INDIVIDUALLY 

FROM £2.99£18.99
50 x LIGHTROPES

£8.99
10 x 6" GLOW STICKS

£84.99
250 x LIGHTROPES

£29.99
50 x 6" GLOW STICKS

£36.99
100 x LIGHTROPES

£16.99
25 x 6" GLOW STICKS

£149.99
500 x LIGHTROPES

£49.99
100 x 6" GLOW STICKS

OR PACK OF 50

£40.00

OUR PRICE

£69.99
OUR PRICE

£49.99

99p EACH

SRP £108.00SRP £71.28

PRICE
FREEZE

PRICE
FREEZE

CHECK OUR WEB SITE FOR OUR 
MULTI-PACK DEALS

LAUNCH KONTROL PULSE 
Fully expandable system – will fire even large displays.

LAUNCH KONTROL PULSE  
SYSTEM 
Contains 1 x Transmitter &  
4 e-clip fuse ignitors

LAUNCH KONTROL PULSE  
E-CLIPS 
Contains 20 x e-clip fuse ignitors

PLEASE NOTE:  
Launch Kontrol Pulse requires a copper cat5 cable.  
We have 8m & 25m cables in stock.

£15.99

£7.50

ADDITIONAL ITEMS

REMOTE FIRING SYSTEMS

ORDERING & INFORMATION

Monday to 
Saturday
9am – 5pm

Sundays
(October & 
Nov 1st)
11am – 5pm


